HawkEye 6200
Autonomous Maritime Tracking System

The ability to seamlessly track any vessel around the globe
using satellite data in real-time is an essential part of
safety, operations, monitoring and patrol initiatives for any
maritime organization.
The HawkEye 6200 offers the best-in-class autonomous
tracking and monitoring solution for maritime-based
operations. It is built to support dual-mode Iridium satellite
and GSM/cellular connectivity, along with external power
source and internal battery. It transmits real-time tracking
data for analysis through the SkyRouter platform, which is
available in the cloud along with iOS and Android devices.
For over 15 years since 2001, Blue Sky Network has proudly
assisted clients achieve the highest safety, cost saving and
operational efficiency by managing and tracking their marine
vessel fleet around in the world.

Feature-Packed
Automatic Event Triggers

Truly Global Coverage

The device can send automatic event alerts
based on vessel power on/off, back-up
battery status, hardware tampering, serverside geofences, and activation of the Quick
Position (QPOS) button, etc.

The Iridium global network of 66 lowearth orbiting (LEO) satellites offers the
lowest latency and a true global coverage
in comparison with any other satellite
constellation.

Easy Installation

No Roaming Costs

The HawkEye 6200 can be easily installed or
mounted to any vessel using either the supplied
stainless steel mounting hardware or optional
magnets for multiple configuration options.

Marine Specific Ingress Protection
The device is UV, salt water, dust resistant
with an IP 67 – IP 68 rating, and designed
specifically for use in even the harshest marine
environments.

Because there is only one communication
provider for global coverage, there are no
roaming fees.

Always On
The device is built to be tamper-proof and
constantly running, and will automatically
turn on and start tracking your vessel as soon
as power is applied to it. An optional battery
backup can be provided, meaning your vessel
is tracked even during extended voyages.
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Key Features of HawkEye 6200 + SkyRouter

Completely Secure

Dynamic Reporting

Server-Side Geofencing

Remotely Accessible

Hosted on fully redundant servers controlled by secure service gateway
(SSG devices).

Create and customize device geofences
remotely through the SkyRouter app.

Remotely Update Settings

Update device reporting settings, emergency
mode features and backup battery reporting
settings remotely via the SkyRouter platform.

Define and customize automatic event
triggers, reporting intervals, device usage
and invoice data reporting.

SkyRouter is touch screen friendly on
any Android or iOS device. *A high-speed
internet connection is recommended.

Enhanced Map Management

Comprehensive map overlays, and real-time
single and multi-screen views.
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